I, Joe Esposito, live in Tulsa County on the fence line next to the City of Owasso,
Oklahoma, which was a PIOLT for the State of Oklahomaʼs Smart Meter implementation
by the Public Service Company of Oklahoma (PSO).
I called PSO and told them I did not want a Smart Meter installed on my house. One
day I came home from work and discovered that PSO had installed a Smart Meter on
my house, while its was under full electrical load, without my permission. So now what
do I do now?
November 7, 2012 (8 months ago) my wife and I watched Dr. Dietrich Klinghardtʼs
YouTube “Smart Meter and EMR: The Health Crisis Of Our Time” -- 43 min.
After watching the YouTube I realized that the two major health problems I had been
experiencing was caused by Microwave Radiation. Taking Dr. Klinghardtʼs advice I
nailed a sheet of lead (30”x30”) between the meter and my house Friday afternoon and
that night shortly after midnight I woke up to discover the two major health problems I
had been having were gone and have not returned.
Then I built a Faraday Cage to help deal with a few minor health issues (reading inside
cage was .1 uw/m2 which is very good) to sleep in and it helped even more. After that I
went to the entire Oklahoma State Legislature, OK Corporation Commission and the OK
Congressional Delegation on January 8, 2013 with a 17 page document including my 3
page personal story. Also I went to the State Legislature Leadership, OK Corporation
Commission and the OK Congressional Delegation again April 1, 2013. The important
issue was that I did not need any Pharmaceuticals, I just needed to get the Microwave
Radiation stopped.
When I first learned about this issue I talked with Jerry Day, who was a lifesaver, and I
ordered all his paper work and a new analog meter from Jerry Day (he was incredibly
helpful in understanding this issue).
I talked with a licensed electrician who made the suggestion that I apply to the City of
Tulsa for a permit to replace my Smart Meter with an analog meter, due to health
problems. So I did just that and the inspector came out said all was fine and he would
call PSO to have them put their security lock on the new analog meter. Within a few
days I received a call from PSO, which did not go well. The next day I received an overnight letter from PSOʼs attorney saying put back the Smart Meter or we will cut your
power off, which they did for 66 days until my attorney and their attorney worked out an
agreement to place a plug instead of a meter on my house. I have two months to
resolve this issue or PSO will cut my power off again. (Aug. 31st)
While I was learning about EMRs I purchased a GIGAHERTZ SOLUTIONS Meter HFE
35C, so I could read the amount of radiation from all these electrical devices. I found
where my wife would lay her head on our bed the meter would peg. This is where the
story gets really interesting. When the electrician put the analog meter on my home I
believed all would be normal inside my home. But when the electrician put on the

analog, the reading at our bed stayed the same. So now we tried no meter on the
home, no power to the home, and yet the reading was the same on our bed??? The
next day I nailed aluminum window screen wire to the whole south side of my home,
which helped lower the readings. What I learned was the St. Johnʼs Owasso Hospital
approximately 700 ft. to my south was pulsing us every 30 seconds with around 700 uw/
m2 and a cell tower about .6 of a mile to the south was transmitting around 1500 uw/m2
and the transmissions continue constantly to this day 7-25-2013. This is a case of Multi
Source Microwave Radiation plus 7 WiFi from neighbors, Oklahoma Natural Gas
smart meter, the radiation from PSOʼs antenna, collectors, routers, and my Smart Meter,
and the mesh grid network with two way transmissions 24/7/365 (this does include
transmissions from smart appliances).
If a person breaks into my home to do harm, I, by law, can protect my family.
What is the difference if Microwave Radiation is breaking into my home and doing harm
to my family. At this point I have not been able to get this Microwave Radiation stopped.
When Congress passed the 1996 Telecommunication law, it said the public could not
sue for health damages, now the new Smart Meter legislation moving through Congress
is saying the same thing about the Smart Meters, people can not sue over health
issues.
(This is very important to understand, if I would go out into the country away from all the
radiation pollution the reading on my meter usually reads .1 uw/m2 (it may vary
slightly). So the BioInitiative Report 2012 says 3.4 uw/m2 causes possible sperm
damage and Dr. Klinghardt says a pregnant woman sleeping in a bedroom over 5 uw/
m2 there is a good possibility of an autistic child being born.) And yet we are all being
irradiated at these extremely high levels damaging everyone and every biological form
of life.
When will America wake up to the fact that this is Biological Warfare being waged
on the American People?

